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Installation guide
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Keep the gear up when mounting the product to the wall.

Clip the two arms 
into the gear.

Item No.:H 8126B

Magnetic removable 
bubble level

A( 4PCS) B1( 4PCS) B2( 4PCS)
M6X16MM M8X16MM M8X25MM

G( 6PCS) H( 6PCS)

D( 10PCS) E( 4PCS)
M10 washerM8 washer

F( 4PCS)

C( 4PCS)
M10X16MM

5x5 
allen key

Box wrench

Washer(D or E)

Medium hole for 
M10 screws

Small hole for
M6 and M8 screws
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Stick the magnetic pendants 
on the brackets

STEP1-B

STEP2-A

STEP4

STEP2-BSTEP1-A

Bracket

Wall plate

TV plate

Ribbon

Decorative end cap

Plastic cover Cable management clip 1

Cable management clip 2

Decorative end cap

Bracket

Solid concrete mounting

Wood Stud Mounting Hang the TV onto the wall plate

For TV’s with a curved back or obstruction

Attached brackets to screens/TV’s with a �at back



CAUTION
This product contains small items that could be a choking hazard if swallowed.Keep these items away from young children.
● Make Sure these instructions are read and completely understood before attempting installation.If you are unsure of any part of this installation,please contact a professional 
installer for assistance.
● The wall or mounting surface must be capable of supporting the combined weight of the mount and the display,otherwise the structure must be reinforced.
● Safety gear and proper tools must be used.A minimum of two people are required for this installation.Failure to use safety gear can result in property damage,serious injury or 
death.
● please check joint parts every two months,making sure the screws are loosened or not.

This product was designed to be installed on wood stud walls and solid concrete walls.Before installing, make sure the wall will support the combined load of the equipment and 
hardware.Never exceed the maximum load capacity 60 KG,or else it may result in product failure or personal injury.

Note:this product is intended for indoor use only.Use of this product outdoors could lead to product failure or personal injury.

(1)Press the brackets after you put them on the wall plate,then they would be locked with wall plate.   
      
   
     

(2)Pull down two strings together to unlock the brackets from the wall plate,then you can take brackets down. 
      

 

     
     

Cable management clip
Cable routing access points

± 180°

Tension 
screw

± 90°

5x5
allen key

± 45° -2°~10°

±3°

STEP5
Plastic cover 

Cable management clip 1

Cable management clip 2

During the warranty period, we undertake to repair or replace your product at no charge if found to be 
defective due to a manufacturing fault. The warranty excludes damage by misuse or incorrect installation (i.e. 
failure to install and operate device according to speci�cations in the supplied instruction manual), neglect, 

shipping accident, or no fault found, nor by use in a way or manner not intended by the supplier.

For repair or service please contact your PLACE OF PURCHASE. 

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are 
entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably 

foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to 
be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.

During the warranty period, we undertake to repair or replace your product at no charge if found to be 
defective due to a manufacturing fault. The warranty excludes damage by misuse or incorrect installation (i.e. 
failure to install and operate device according to speci�cations in the supplied instruction manual), neglect, 

shipping accident, or no fault found, nor by use in a way or manner not intended by the supplier.

For repair or service please contact your PLACE OF PURCHASE. 

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are 
entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably 

foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to 
be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.

It is at Dynalink discretion as to whether the goods will be repaired or replaced (whilst under warranty); and 
as to whether identical goods will be used to replace the item due to changes of models / products.

Note: Under no circumstances should you attempt to repair the device yourself or via a non-authorised 
Dynalink service centre, as this will invalidate the warranty!

Dynalink Distributors warrants this product for one year from date of purchase from Dynalink or its resellers 
to the consumer. If this item is part of an installation or another product, please contact the installer or 

supplier for your warranty.


